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Introduction

• We study an exact rotating and expanding 
solution of the fluid dynamical model of heavy 
ion reactions, that take into account the rate of 
slowing down of the rotation due to the 
longitudinal and transverse expansion of the 
system. 

• The parameters of the model are set on the basis 
of realistic 3+1D fluid dynamical calculation at 
TeV energies, where the rotation is enhanced by 
the build up of the Kelvin Helmholtz Instability in 
the flow. 



Two particle correlation equations
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Correlations for exact hydro model

Scalar variables

Cylindrical symmetry, z is the long or beam axis, x is the direction of 
impact parameter and y determines the side direction 

Density with scalar variables

Density



Single particle distribution

Equations for the correlation function



Assume the temprature profile is flat

Exact hydro model
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Differential Correlation Function (DCF)



Correlation Function for exact model



Differential HBT method

Simple example with 2 sources only (right figure):



• If the rotation or radial expansion is removed 
the differential correlation function would 
vanish in the exact hydro model.

• Although our spatial source configuration is 
azimuthally symmetric, our phasespace 
configuration is not.



Phase space distribution

• The schematic phase space 
distribution of the rotating 
and expanding source in 
the momentum space.
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• The momentum of the expansion increases 
with the radius just as the momentum arising 
from the rotation. So, higher radial flow 
momenta correspond to higher rotation 
momenta as indicated by the red line.

• At constant pρ the distribution peaks at the 
momentum pφ indicated by the red line; the 
Jüttner distribution, is not symmetric, it is 
elongated towards higher momenta. 

• The resulting thermally smeared distribution 
is indicated by the contour lines.



Differential CF for the exact model



Correlation function for different 
angular velocities and directions 





Results from combining the effects for increasing angular velocity and the use 
of differential HBT and determining the size:
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Summary
• Different values of the angular velocity will 

change the measured size of the system

• It will also create smaller and larger values for 
the correlation function when measuring at 
different directions.

• The rotation of the cylindrically symmetric 
system will be observed as an asymmetric 
object.
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